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ON THE COVER:
In 2010, two standout events will be combined in one venue, as the World of Asphalt Show and Conference and the Flexible Pavements of Ohio 48th Annual Meeting will be held February 15-18 at the Cincinnati Convention Center. See page 20 for more information.

Flexible Pavements of Ohio is an association for the development, improvement and advancement of quality asphalt pavement construction.

Ohio Asphalt is published by Flexible Pavements of Ohio four times a year. Advertising deadline is the 1st of the month preceding publication. Ohio Asphalt is not copyrighted and portions may be reprinted with the permission of Flexible Pavements of Ohio. 525 Metro Place North, Suite 101, Dublin, OH 43017: telephone: 614.791.3600, 888.446.8649; Web site: www.flexiblepavements.org
If any of you have been watching Wall Street over the past year there has been ample opportunity to buy low. For those having the financial wherewithal to invest in a market that seemed to be going bust just last February, great dividends will be the reward of the courageous ones who ventured in. There is a similar scenario being played out under our noses in the highway construction “market.” The question is, will those who hold the purse strings be courageous and venture in; for great will be their reward.

This “Great Recession” as it has been dubbed, is resulting in unprecedented competition in the construction industry as contractors vie for work. Evidence of this competition can be seen at the bidding table. Currently, it is commonplace for asphalt paving bids to be lower than the engineer’s estimate by double digit percentage points, and the increased number of bidders reflects this heightened level of competition. What does this mean for the agencies letting contracts? Great buying power, that’s what this all means. Buying power beyond anything experienced in this generation’s lifetime.

A case in point, recently I was discussing the matter of purchasing power with an agency representative. I knew that bids for highway projects had typically been coming in very competitive. This person shared with me that their metro park paving project drew 13 bids and was about 50 percent under the engineer’s estimate; and they assured me the engineer is very good at what he does. Half price! How many of us wouldn’t beat a path to the store that was offering that deal? Certainly that is the exception; but non the less it is a buyers market.

Viewing what happens when Wall Street rises and falls reveals an interesting facet of human nature. It’s something that we would do well to avoid in this great time of opportunity; a time when agencies’ buying power is so strong.

The sad truth of the matter is that many folks who invest in Wall Street finally get in when markets are peaking. In the not so recent past, a chart came across my computer screen as an attachment to an e-mail from an investment firm known for its “bullishness.” It was a chart that shows the fluctuation in the value of the stock market juxtaposed against the number of people entering and exiting the market. It clearly demonstrates human nature. The number of people entering the market is highest when the market value is highest, and the number of people exiting the market is greatest when the market is at its lowest point. People are buying high and selling low, that’s what the chart tells us and it’s a sure formula for opportunity lost.

Property owners, city fathers, county commissioners and other such folks are fellow participants in this very challenging economic time. Like the contracting industry, they too are strained for cash. Many customer and constituent voices are clamoring for their projects to be completed and programs to be funded. Priorities have to be reevaluated and money reallocated to where it can be most wisely spent; and that is a good thing. It is in times such as this that what is convenient must give way to that which is prudent. Otherwise, opportunity is lost.
If there ever was opportunity to win big it’s now. I’m not speaking of investing in Wall Street, I’m talking about investing in your roadways and parking infrastructure. In August 2008, asphalt binder prices spiked to $694 per liquid ton, an all-time high. In December 2009, asphalt binder is $417, a 40 percent drop in price. Contractors are hungry for work, and results from the bidding table demonstrate substantial savings.

When you “invest” in asphalt you are investing in a product having a legacy of innovation, continuous quality improvement and characterized by bold initiatives. From the advent of Quality Assurance in 1976, to recycling in the late ’80s, to free draining bases, to Superpave, Perpetual Pavement, Smoothseal, Warm Mix Asphalt … and the list goes on, the Ohio asphalt pavement industry and its partners at the Ohio Department of Transportation, National Asphalt Pavement Association, Federal Highway Administration, the Asphalt Institute, the State Asphalt Pavement Associations and Ohio’s academia bring to you a product worth investing in. So, BUY LOW, BUY NOW!

Joining the Flexible Pavements of Ohio (FPO) staff as Director of Customer Relations on December 14, much of Andrew Gall’s responsibilities will involve advocacy and outreach efforts to industry customers, federal and state policy makers, affiliated trade associations and the construction industry at large.

“Andrew’s institutional knowledge of the industry and our customer base will prove a great asset to the association and its mission of promoting the use of asphalt pavement,” FPO’s President and Executive Director Cliff Ursich said. “He will be a valued addition to the FPO team.”

Gall brings to the position both public- and private-sector experience. He spent more than 12 years working for the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) in various capacities on the department’s senior staff, most recently as the departmental chief of staff. In addition to his public service, Gall has held positions with two civil engineering firms in Ohio, where he was responsible for a variety of corporate administrative, marketing and business development tasks.

As ODOT chief of staff, he was responsible for policy development and implementation, statewide media and public relations as well as working with members of the legislature and other state agencies. He managed the ODOT’s State Infrastructure Bank, which provided more than $300 million in construction loans dedicated to local transportation infrastructure. He served as the agency liaison on cabinet level committees, including Gov. Bob Taft’s Jobs Cabinet, the Bicentennial Commission and the State of Ohio Security Task Force. In 2003, he received a gubernatorial appointment to the State Highway, Bridge and Overpass Vandal Fence Task Force.

Most recently, Gall served as the regional director of Business Development for a civil engineering firm, Quality Control Inspection Inc. He was responsible for the development and implementation of a regional marketing program as well as serving as a corporate resource on the administrative procedures of state and federal construction programs.

“I believe my experience in the transportation industry combined with my public sector service will allow me to advance the mission of FPO in promoting the use of asphalt pavement.” Gall said. “I look forward to getting to work.”

Representing the interests of the FPO membership to the construction industry, asphalt consumers and state and local government will be Gall’s primary focus. He will be tasked with conveying FPO’s message and fostering an industry friendly regulatory environment while working to ensuring a stable, adequately funded roadway construction program in the state of Ohio.

“I am excited to represent our membership and continue the work of the association in creating a culture where asphalt pavement is the first choice in roadway construction and maintenance.” Gall said.

Gall, his wife and twin sons reside in Columbus. He is a graduate of The Ohio State University and a veteran of the United States Marine Corps.
Low-Strain, Long-Life Pavements

This begins a series of articles intended to give pavement owners and engineers the knowledge needed to ensure their asphalt pavement designs result in successful performance. We’ll be exploring these areas: soils, drainage, road-base construction, pavement-thickness design and pavement performance. Our authors are Vic Roberts, P.E., former city engineer for the City of Englewood and now vice president for R.B. Jergens Contractors, and James Scherocman, P.E., international paving consultant, former Asphalt Institute engineer for Ohio, and ODOT Flexible Pavements Engineer. Together these gentlemen bring a wealth of knowledge mined from years of practical application.

Everyone wants to build long-lasting asphalt pavements. We all want to build roads that (1) stay crack free, (2) won’t rut, and (3) stay smooth and uniform, year after year, generation after generation. Today, we have the right tools to accomplish this amazing goal. And it’s surprisingly simple. We’ll explain how to succeed using these tools. The concept is simple; low strain equals long life.

We’re going to present four articles discussing the Art of Roadbuilding. Let’s start by gathering our tools.

Use Soil Classification Systems as a Tool

Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) classifies subgrade soil using American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO) user-friendly system. Soils are classified from A-1 to A-8 in numerical order. High-grade granular soils are A-1, and muck ranks a lofty A-8. Low numbers have high-quality coarse-grained materials with high internal friction. Whereas, the higher numbers, like we ordinarily find in Ohio, mean progressively worse soils. The three main Ohio soils groups are A-4, A-6 and A-7.

Another widely used system is the Unified Classification System. It was developed by the Army Corps of Engineers in 1952. Ohio subgrade soils usually fall under the CL or CH class (C stands for clay, and L, H, for low or high plasticity). So CL soils are low-to-medium plasticity (similar to A-4 or some A-6 soils). CH soils are more plastic clays (like A-6 and A-7). The liquid limit determines if the soil gets tagged a CL or CH. Liquid limits above 50 are CH soils, and liquid limits below 50 are CL soils.

Bottom-Up Design

It must be understood that no pavement is better than what it’s built upon.

As road builders and designers we have a lot of control. We can pick different asphalt mixes, different aggregate sizes and different binders. We control layer thickness, density and quality. But there’s one important component that we can’t control: the pavement foundation, or subgrade soil. And while it’s true that soil cannot be controlled, it at least can be managed.

In Ohio, as in many parts of the country, subgrade soil is primarily clay, or silty-clay. But soils differ — and often within the project limits. But simple soil testing can spot these differences, and alert us to issues before construction begins. That’s the key. The soil test answers one critical question: Is the soil friend or foe? Soil testing is all about the old axiom: “Know your enemy.” Or the Boy Scout motto: “Be prepared!”

ODOT’s Construction Inspection Manual begins with this quote: “Soil and rock conditions vary, vary, and will vary again.” This is the road builder’s motto. Always perform a thorough subsurface investigation — with ample borings. For example, we sometimes see projects with borings every 1,000 feet. That’s not enough. Borings should be taken, minimally, every 300 to 400 feet. Remember our motto: “Be prepared!”

The subgrade soil strength can be determined in the laboratory too. The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) rates the subgrade soil strength. As previously stated, Ohio has three main subgrade-soil groups: A-4, A-6 and
A-7 (generalized groups). These soils typically have CBR values between 3 to 7, making them poor-to-fair subgrade soils. And the low CBRs also make these soils ideal candidates for chemical modification — or chemical stabilization — and there’s a difference.

The chief difference between modifying and stabilizing is the amount of chemicals that are used. Chemical modification is less expensive than stabilization, as it is aimed at removing excess moisture from the soil (for the construct-and-go option). Hydrated lime, as well as other less expensive additives, dries wet Ohio soils. So these additives are often picked for the construct-and-go option. For example, 2- to 3-percent hydrated lime modification will usually dry wet soils for construct and go. Chemical stabilization, however, not only dries wet soil but it also improves soil strength. Stabilization additives are usually: (1) hydrated lime (5 to 6 percent); (2) Portland cement; (3) a combination of cement and hydrated lime. We’ll talk more about using chemicals to fix subgrade problems a little later, but consider this: More than 75 percent of Ohio road projects have subgrade problems, and they need to be stabilized.

This frequent occurrence of unstable subgrade soils is the single-biggest construction problem. And it later becomes a pavement problem. Why? Because the soils engineer’s advice often is ignored (or forgotten), and fixing subgrade problems is the easiest place to whack budgets. For example, if the report shows highly plastic A-6 and A-7 soils, the engineer may advise undercutting or chemically stabilizing. Yet the design engineer (not the soils engineer) may see soft subgrade as a ‘minor contingency’ — something the owner can handle during construction. No big deal. But a year or two later, this ‘minor contingency’ turns into ‘major money’ during the construction phase. Here, everyone faces stark reality. And who remembers the misplaced soil report or the lonely soils engineer by then?

So unfortunately, budget usually controls how much soft soil gets stabilized at this point.

Consider this story: Movie producer Sam Goldwyn, a stickler for producing movies within budgets, visited the director, John Ford, on location. “You’re a day behind schedule. You’re going to run over budget. What are going to do about it?” he demanded!

Ford opened the script. “I shoot five pages a day,” he said. He then ripped five pages from the script. “There, now I’m within budget.”

And that’s what happens without a realistic subgrade budget too. However, instead of five pages of script, it’s another 500 feet of soft subgrade that doesn’t get ripped-out and stabilized.

We have two subgrade stabilizing options, and each has its advantages.

**The Classic Undercut Option**

Soft soils, either identified in the report, or found by rutting during construction, have too much moisture. The moisture content is above the plastic limit (the moisture point where clay turns from a friendly, cohesive state, to a mean, unstable, plastic state). So let’s remove the soft soils and replace them with something better. First, 12 inches of soft soils are undercut — maybe more. Next, an ODOT Type D subgrade fabric is installed to keep the soil from migrating upward into the aggregate and weakening the base. In some applications a Tensar geogrid is placed on the new subgrade. Finally, the undercut is filled with an additional 12 inches of aggregate (typically a large size, like 2-inch stone, or bigger).
Undercutting is good for spot locations. And it’s favored if unstable soils are deep (because you can only chemically stabilize about an 18-inch deep, maximum). One important point though — the aggregate within the undercut needs drained to avoid long-term soils problems. Our follow-up article will provide more detail. But this critical point needs emphasized!

The Chemical Stabilization Option

All materials deflect under load, and soil deflects most. But an amazing reaction happens when certain chemicals are mixed with wet soil, especially clay or silt-clay soils, whose strength is vulnerable to excess moisture. Ordinarily, excess moisture allows the tiny, flat, clay particles glide across excess water bubbles. But select chemicals make the tiny particles clump together (or agglomerate). Additives, like hydrated lime, Portland cement, Type C fly ash, or lime kiln dust will agglomerate soil particles.

Agglomeration yields larger particles that are more stable and easier to handle — and it makes clay act like granular particles. Mixing hydrated lime or cement, for example, with clay raises the optimum moisture content because the chemical reaction is fueled by water (lime and cement love water). In fact, a lime-stabilized subgrade needs watered after mixing; this is a critical step because un-reacted lime expands.

Match Stabilizing Agent with Soil Type

The material used to stabilize the soil must be matched to the soil type. A-4 soils are moderately plastic, silt-clay soil with 75 percent passing the No. 200 sieve. All clay and silt particles pass the No. 200 sieve. These soils will have trace amounts of granular material too. Therefore, the optimum moisture content (for compaction) is lower than it is for A-6 and A-7 soils.

A-4 soils have more silt than A-6 and A-7 soils, and can be stabilized with Portland cement. Portland cement works reliably for both silt and sand.

But A-4b soils, which have even higher silt contents than A-4a soils, cannot be chemically stabilized. Period! A-4b soils are a red flag! They must be removed within the top three feet of the subgrade elevation, as A-4b soil is frost susceptible.

A-6, the most common Ohio soils, are more plastic than A-4 soils, and also have about 75 percent passing the No. 200 sieve. A-7 soils are similar to A-6 soils, but even more plastic, and both types are frequently undercut or chemically stabilized.

Your best chemical-stabilization tool is the soils engineer, and bench testing, which match the right chemical to the variable soils within your project limits. A good geotech can do this work for you, as well as plot CBR Penetration Curves that compare strengths — stabilized versus in-situ soils. The stabilized depth, and strength, can vary too — 12 to 18 inches is typical. Again, soil boring logs and testing will dictate the proper stabilizing depth.

Advantages of Chemical Stabilization

A chemically stabilized subgrade has some real advantages. The soil becomes less permeable, and subsurface water can’t move upward by capillary action. Since almost all pavement problems stem from excess subsurface water, chemical stabilization fixes the root problem. This option provides a “season-long” workable platform too, improving project delivery time — and as Ben Franklin said, “Time is money.”

And there’s more! Stabilizing drastically reduces deflection; it allows the aggregate interlock to perform much better, as there is no base aggregate “rocking” on an elastic subgrade. A hydrated lime-stabilized subgrade is a low-strain asset that extends pavement life; and that is our goal, EXTENDED PAVEMENT LIFE. Abraham Lincoln said the best way to defeat an enemy is to make him a friend. These chemicals make our enemy — wet, plastic soils — our new friend.

An important consideration comes from the University of Toledo. In its research titled, “Structural Support of Lime or Cement Stabilized Subgrade Used with Flexible Pavements,” it evaluated — and proved — that chemical stabilization provides a long-term benefit. It’s not just an instant fix! In fact, the benefits actually increase over time. Recommendations from that report go on to say, “Structural benefit of soil stabilization should be incorporated during flexible pavement thickness design, which would result in reduced pavement thickness.” (Emphasis added.) And that’s where the BIG savings comes into play; peeling an inch or more off an asphalt pavement design can save BIG BUCKS on a job.

If you’re going to use chemical stabilization, then you’ll want to secure the talent of a geotechnical firm that is knowledgeable in both stabilization and asphalt pavement thickness design. This ensures the best economy, and the longest asphalt pavement life. If you don’t know where to find that expertise, I recommend that you contact Flexible Pavements of Ohio (FPO). FPO is just as interested in your success with asphalt as you are, and it will lead you to a credible firm.

Words of Wisdom from the School of Hard Knocks

Both undercutting and chemical stabilization may involve work below the plan subgrade elevation, thus invite damaging underground utilities. But you can protect yourself in the design phase while preserving this option.
Always show subgrade stabilizing on the typical sections and cross sections!

Public agencies must send plans to underground utility companies during the design phase. It’s not just a good idea—it’s the law (Revised Code 153.64). And utility companies are directed, by the public agency, to carefully review the plans, and then relocate all existing utilities that conflict with proposed public work. That’s a good statutory scheme. And utility-conflicts “clearing” is part of the design phase. But what happens if the utility company relocates its gas main, say, 8-inches below plan subgrade (during the design phase)? And then, months later, during the construction phase, the public agency directs the contractor to undercut soft subgrade 12 inches deep? See the problem? In this scenario, who is at fault when the gas main gets damaged? Lots of finger pointing here, but mostly at the public agency.

Showing proposed subgrade stabilizing on the plans, and early in the design phase protects everyone. And it tells the various utility companies that excavation below the ordinary plan subgrade will happen during construction. The utility company, having been put on “notice” will relocate its facility deeper. Public agencies must make this “notice” a top priority to preserve the ability to stabilize soft soil legally — and without stinging surprises.

**Summing it Up**

Although the easily forgotten subgrade often takes the backseat to other design parameters, it really shouldn’t. In the past, investigating and evaluating subgrade soils in the design phase was regularly neglected, or wasn’t given the limelight that it deserves. You can change that.

To succeed, there’s no substitute to soil borings and laboratory bench testing that is performed as an integral part of the project design phase. Everything that happens during the roadbuilding process depends on a stable subgrade. This makes the subgrade top priority. First, always get a soils report with ample borings. Next, read it, and include it in the contract documents. Ask questions about anything you don’t understand. And finally, follow the soil engineer’s recommendations.

If you plan to use chemical stabilization, match the stabilizing agent to the soil type by pre-testing. Use a geotechnical firm that understands stabilization and asphalt pavement design. Consider how chemical stabilization can reduce your pavement cost through its strength gain. Your geotech can run these numbers for you.

Learn from the school of hard knocks. Avoid costly construction costs that arise from failing to consider underground utilities. Ensure that plans show realistic undercuts and depth of stabilization.

The next article will feature road base construction, and sub-surface drainage — another consideration in our quest for low-strain, long-life pavements.
Researchers at the University of Toledo recently completed a study sponsored by the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Federal Highway Administration on the effectiveness of thin hot mix asphalt (HMA) overlay as a maintenance technique. This article summarizes and highlights the major findings of the study, which was based on actual performance experiences of thin asphalt overlay on Ohio highways.

The objectives of the study were to determine:

1. the cost effectiveness of using thin HMA overlays as a maintenance technique
2. under what circumstances a thin hot mix overlay would be suitable
3. the timing of constructing a thin overlay to maximize its benefits

A thin HMA overlay — defined as having a thickness of 2 inches or less — is one of the maintenance techniques performed on asphalt-surfaced pavements to extend the service life of the existing pavement. Thin overlays protect the pavement structure, reduce the rate of pavement deterioration, correct surface deficiencies, reduce permeability and improve the ride quality. Milling may be performed prior to the thin overlay to remove deteriorated surface materials.

The study was performed in two phases. In Phase 1, researchers, in collaboration with ODOT, gathered performance data for all thin overlay projects constructed since 1990 on both Priority and General system pavements. In Phase 2, the performance data that was gathered was used to study the effectiveness of thin overlay as influenced by climate; existing pavement condition prior to thin overlay; thin overlay thickness, ranging from 1 to 2 inches; traffic loading; and other parameters.

The performance of a thin overlay is measured in terms of the area under the PCR-versus-age curve, whereas the benefit of a thin overlay is defined as that part of the performance due solely to the thin overlay (i.e., total performance subtracting the residual performance of the existing pavement). The cost effectiveness of a thin overlay is determined by comparing the cost per unit area of benefit versus that of a minor rehabilitation — typically, a 3¼-inch overlay with or without repair.

In order to compare the performance of thin overlays based on a uniform-ending condition, and to include the many thin overlays that are still in service, predicted Pavement Condition Ratings (PCR) were used to obtain the performance of overlays as measured by the area under the PCR-Age curve, above the terminal PCR thresholds.

On average, a Priority System thin overlay is expected to last about nine years before its PCR score falls below a terminal score threshold of 65, while for a minor rehabilitation that time is roughly 12 years. For General System thin overlays, the expected service life is more or less 12 years before reaching a PCR threshold of 60, and for a minor rehabilitation, 15 years. In other words, the expected service life of a thin overlay is approximately 75-80 percent of that of a minor rehabilitation.

Based on the cost data from recent projects, the average thin overlay project cost is about 40 percent of the average minor rehabilitation project cost for the Priority System, and approximately 60 percent for the General System pavements. As a result, a majority of the thin overlays are deemed cost effective.
The existing pavement condition prior to a thin overlay is the most important parameter that influences the thin overlay's performance and cost effectiveness. Better existing pavement condition directly correlates with better thin overlay performance. Thin overlays performed on Priority System pavements with a prior PCR score between 70 and 90, and on General System pavements with a prior PCR score between 65 and 80, have the best chance to be cost effective. Thin overlay projects that are not cost effective tend to be those performed on very poor pavements, and with insufficient thickness.

A thin overlay is more effective in correcting rutting distress, but less effective in eradicating cracking distresses such as reflective, transverse, longitudinal, edge and wheel track cracking. The effect of milling to remove damaged materials prior to overlay is not clear, as the available data are not controlled. Thin overlay should not be performed on pavements with very high cracking deducts. For Priority System thin overlays it is desirable that the existing pavement’s cracking deduction be less than 15, and for the General System less than 20 in order for the thin overlay to be more cost effective.

Thin overlays constructed on flexible pavements generally perform better and are more cost effective than those constructed on composite pavements, particularly for the Priority System.

Thin overlay performance varies among ODOT Districts, as the existing pavement conditions prior to thin overlay are quite different among the districts. Statewide, approximately 87 percent of the Priority System’s thin overlays constructed between 1994 and 2002 were deemed cost-effective, while 81 percent of the General System’s thin overlays constructed during the same period were cost effective.

Figure 1 shows that the average statewide thin overlay performance has improved significantly since the earlier 1990s, likely due to improved material specifications and construction quality. The performance improvement is particularly pronounced for Priority System thin overlays, although General System thin overlay performance has also been improving steadily. Another reason for the dramatic improvement in the performance of thin overlays on the Priority System could be ODOT’s move toward designed overlays beginning in 1985. Dynaflect deflection measurements were taken to determine the structural adequacy of a pavement. Pavement in poor structural condition would not have received a thin overlay.
Statewide, 87 percent of the Priority System thin overlays and 81 percent of the General System thin overlays constructed between 1994 and 2002 were deemed cost effective by the performance area method. It should be noted that this result is based on the average thin overlay project cost being 40 percent of the average minor rehabilitation project cost on Priority System pavements and 60 percent on General System pavements. The average cost of a thin overlay is significantly less than the average cost of a minor rehabilitation, not only because of reduced material costs, but because a thin overlay can be performed more quickly, thereby requiring far lower costs in maintaining the existing traffic flow. This is particularly significant in urban, high-traffic areas.

Figure 2 shows that cost effectiveness is influenced by the existing pavement type. This is particularly apparent for the Priority System, where all thin overlays performed on flexible pavements are cost effective, while approximately 80 percent of thin overlays on composite pavement are cost effective. For General System thin overlays, the difference in cost effectiveness percentage due to pavement type is not significant.

For flexible pavements in both the Priority and General systems, the improvement of ride quality due to a thin overlay is very significant, as it takes nearly 16 years, on average, for the IRI of the overlaid pavement to return to the same IRI level prior to the thin overlay. For Priority System composite pavements, the average time is less than seven years; and for General System composite pavements, it’s about 11 years. It can be concluded that the benefit of a thin overlay, in terms of improved ride condition, is very substantial for flexible pavements. Even for Priority System composite pavements, a thin overlay provides, on average, nearly seven years of ride condition improvement compared with the ride condition before the thin overlay.

In summary, the findings of the research study show that thin HMA overlay is generally a cost-effective maintenance treatment. The performance of a thin overlay improves with better existing pavement condition, less annual snowfall amount and increased overlay thickness. Thin overlays on flexible pavements perform better than those on composite pavements. The benefits of a thin overlay include improvements in both pavement condition and ride quality. Employed properly, thin overlay provides a relatively low-cost alternative in preserving and extending the service life of an existing pavement.

Eddie Y. Chou, PhD., P.E. is a professor of Civil Engineering and director of Transportation Infrastructure Systems Research Laboratory at the University of Toledo. Contact him at 419.530.8123 or ychou@utnet.utoledo.edu.
Flexible Pavements of Ohio Resource Listing

Asphalt Mix Producer & Paving Contractor Members

BARRETT PAVING MATERIALS, INC. .............................................................. 513/271-6200
MIDWEST SOUTH REGION
600 Shepherd Ave., Cincinnati, OH  45215
CONSTRUCTION OPERATION
600 Shepherd Ave., Cincinnati, OH  45215
(FAX) 513/271-2875

BARRETT PAVING MATERIALS, INC. ....................................................... 937/279-3200
MIDWEST CENTRAL REGION
P.O. Box 13591, Dayton, OH  45413-0591
(FAX) 937/279-3205

BOWERS ASPHALT & PAVING, INC. .......................................................... 419/666-0516
6157 Walbridge Rd., Walbridge, OH  43465
(FAX) 419/666-6912

CENTRAL-ALLIED ENTERPRISES, INC. ................................................... 330/477-7651
OHIO TAR & ASPHALT DIVISION
1243 Raff Rd., Canton, OH  44710
(FAX) 330/477-1660

ERIE BLACKTOP, INC. ................................................................. 419/625-7374
4507 Tiffin Ave., P.O. Box 2308, Sandusky, OH  44870
(FAX) 419/625-5751

GERKEN PAVING, INC. ................................................................. 419/533-7701
P.O. Box 607, Napoleon, OH  43545
(FAX) 419/533-6393

KOKOSING CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. .............................................. 740/694-6315
17531 Waterford Rd., P.O. Box 226, Fredericktown, OH  43019
CLEVELAND OFFICE
216/587-4900
(FAX) 216/587-4366
13700 McCracken Rd., Cleveland, OH  44125
ELYRIA OFFICE
440/322-2685
(FAX) 440/322-2710
1539 Lowell St., Elyria, OH  44035
MANSFIELD OFFICE
419/524-5656
(FAX) 419/522-0989
606 N. Main St., Mansfield, OH  44905
WESTERVILLE OFFICE
614/212-5707
(FAX) 614/212-5711
6235 Westerville Rd., Westerville, OH  43081

THE KOSKI CONSTRUCTION CO. ......................................................... 440/997-5337
5841 Woodman Ave., P.O. Box 1038
Ashtabula, OH 44005-1038
800/837-1294
(FAX) 440/992-8549

M & B ASPHALT CO., INC. ............................................................... 419/992-4235
P.O. Box 240, Old Fort, OH  44861-0240
(FAX) 419/992-4545

MILESTONE CONTRACTORS, L.P. ...................................................... 317/788-6885
P.O. Box 421459, Indianapolis, IN  46242-1459
DIV. OFFICE
765/935-4231
(FAX) 765/935-0168
824 Dillon Dr., P.O. Box 2061
Richmond, IN  47375

NEWTON ASPHALT PAVING, INC. ...................................................... 330/878-5648
P.O. Box 86, Strasburg, OH  44680
(FAX) 330/878-1053

NORTHSTAR ASPHALT INC. ................................................................. 330/497-0936
Main Office: (FAX) 330/828-8158
Plant: (FAX) 330/497-1710
P.O. Box 499, Dalton, OH  44618

SARVER PAVING CO. ................................................................. 419/289-7746
P.O. Box 310, Ashland, OH  44805
(FAX) 419/281-0623

THE SHELLY COMPANY ................................................................. 740/246-6315
P.O. Box 266, Thornville, OH  43076
LAB
740/246-5009
(FAX) 740/246-6810
8775 Blackbird Rd., Thornville, OH  43076
TWINSBURG OFFICE
330/425-3270
(FAX) 330/425-7861
8920 Canyon Falls Blvd., Suite 120, Twinsburg, OH  44087
FINDLAY OFFICE
419/422-8854
(FAX) 419/429-3444
1700 Fostoria Ave, Suite 200, P.O. Box 3100, Findlay, OH  45840

SHELLY & SANDS, INC. ................................................................. 740/453-0721
3570 S. River Rd., P.O. Box 1585, Zanesville, OH  43702-1585
AKRON OFFICE
330/253-3612
(FAX) 330/253-8916
720 Home Ave., Akron, OH  44310
COLUMBUS OFFICE
614/644-5100
(FAX) 614/644-3767
1515 Harmon Ave., P.O. Box 2469
Columbus, OH  43216-2469
MANSFIELD OFFICE
419/529-8455
(FAX) 419/529-8157
1300 W. Fourth St., P.O. Box 1321, Mansfield, OH  44901
RAYLAND OFFICE
740/859-2104
(FAX) 740/859-6137
1731 Old SR #7, P.O. Box 66, Rayland, OH  43943-0066
SMALL’S ASPHALT PAVING, INC. ......................................................... 740/427-4096
10229 Killduff Rd., P.O. Box 552, Gambier, OH 43022

SUPERIOR PAVING & MATERIALS, INC. ..................................... 330/499-5849
5947 Whipple Ave., NW, North Canton, OH 44720
Canton Asphalt Co. Bolivar Plant.............................................. 330/874-0059
3467 Dover Zaar Rd., Bolivar, OH 44612
Massillon Asphalt Co .............................................................. 330/833-6330
1833 Riverside Dr., NW, Massillon, OH 44647

VALLEY ASPHALT CORP .............................................................. 513/771-0820
11641 Mosteller Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45241

WALLS BROTHERS ASPHALT CO., INC. ........................... 937/548-7158
3690 Hollansburg-Sampson Rd., Greenville, OH 45331

PLANTS:
Ft. Jefferson ......................................................................................... 937/996-0007
Phillipsburg ......................................................................................... 937/548-7158
Bradford ......................................................................................... 937/448-2195

AGGREGATE SUPPLIER MEMBERS

*AGG ROK MATERIAL CO. ....................................................... 614/875-5500
2300 Brown Rd., Grove City, OH 43123
SAND AND GRAVEL PLANT ................................................. 614/443-0466
711 Frank Rd., Columbus, OH 43223
HANSON AGGREGATES MIDEAST, INC. .................................. 419/483-4390
9220 Portland Rd, Castalia, OH 44824

LAFARGE NORTH AMERICA .................................................. 330/463-1211
555 Frost Rd., Suite 100, Streetsboro, OH 44241

MARTIN MARIETTA AGGREGATES ........................................... 513/701-1140
SOUTHWEST OHIO DISTRICT OFFICE:
4770 Duke Dr., Suite 200, Mason, OH 45040

Paving Contractor Members

BURTON SCOT CONTRACTORS, L.L.C. .............................. 440/564-1011
11330 Kinsman Rd, Newbury, OH 44065

COLUMBUS ASPHALT PAVING, INC. ................................... 614/759-9800
1996 Technology Dr., Gahanna, OH 43230

CUNNINGHAM PAVING CO. ................................................... 216/581-8600
20814 Aurora Rd., Cleveland, OH 44146

DECKER CONSTRUCTION CO. .................................................. 614/488-7958
3040 McKinley Ave., Columbus, OH 43204

ASPHALT BINDER SUPPLIER MEMBERS

ASPHALT MATERIALS, INC. ...................................................... 419/693-0626
OREGON, OH ..............................................................................
940 N. Wynn Rd, Oregon, OH 43616
MARIETTA, OH ........................................................................
PO. Box 511, St. Rt. 7, South Marietta, OH 45750
MARION, OH ........................................................................
184 Marion Williamsport Rd., W., Marion, OH 43302

MARATHON PETROLEUM COMPANY LLC .......................... 734/947-5505
28001 Citrin Dr., Romulus, MI 48174
CLEVELAND/CANTON, OH ..................................................... 330/478-5919
2224 Gambinmus Rd., SW, Canton, OH 44706
NORTH BEND, OH ................................................................. 513/941-4400
11001 Brower Rd., North Bend, OH 45052
CATLETTSBURG, KY ............................................................... 606/921-6817
15085 Mayo Trail Dr., Catlettsburg, KY 41129

SENeca PETROLEUM CO., INC. ............................................. 708/396-1100
13301 S. Cicero Ave., Crestwood, IL 60445

Paving Contractor Members

BURTON SCOT CONTRACTORS, L.L.C. .............................. 440/564-1011
11330 Kinsman Rd, Newbury, OH 44065

COLUMBUS ASPHALT PAVING, INC. ................................... 614/759-9800
1996 Technology Dr., Gahanna, OH 43230

CUNNINGHAM PAVING CO. ................................................... 216/581-8600
20814 Aurora Rd., Cleveland, OH 44146

DECKER CONSTRUCTION CO. .................................................. 614/488-7958
3040 McKinley Ave., Columbus, OH 43204
EBONY CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. .................................................. 419/841-3455
3510 Centennial Rd, Sylvania, OH 43560-9739
800/536-3455 (FAX) 419/841-7845

RICK EPLION PAVING, INC. .................................................. 740/886-0330
P.O. Box 712, Proctorville, OH 45669
(FAX) 740/886-0332

R. B. JERGENS CONTRACTORS, INC. .................................. 937/669-9799
11418 N. Dixie Dr, P.O. Box 309, Vandalia, OH 45377
(FAX) 937/669-5025

KARVO PAVING CO ............................................................... 330/929-9616
P.O. Box 3198, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
(FAX) 330/929-9620

RONYAK BROS. PAVING, INC ................................................ 440/834-1988
P.O. Box 449, Burton, OH 44021
(FAX) 440/834-1989

STRAWSER PAVING COMPANY, INC .................................. 614/276-5273
1595 Frank Rd, Columbus, OH 43223
(FAX) 614/276-7665

WAGNER PAVING, INC .......................................................... 937/947-1834
2640 Pemberton Rd, P.O. Box B, Laura, OH 45337
(FAX) 937/947-1899

WHITTA CONSTRUCTION, INC ............................................. 419/435-7033
1200 McDougal St, P.O. Box 1086, Fostoria, OH 44830
(FAX) 419/435-5346

THE McLEAN Co. ................................................................. 330/655-5900
6681 Chittenden Rd, Hudson, OH 44236
(FAX) 330/655-5969

MEEKER EQUIPMENT CO., INC ......................................... 717/667-6000
5602 State Route 655, Belleville, PA 17004
(FAX) 717/667-6730

MOHICAN VALLEY EQUIPMENT ............................ 419/368-7020
2349 Township Road 257, Jeromesville, OH 44840
(FAX) 419/368-3937

NORTRAX-GREAT LAKES, INC ............................................ 614/876-1141
2121 Walcutt Rd, Columbus, OH 43228
(FAX) 614/876-3059

OHIO CAT .......................................................... 440/526-6200
4321 Taylorsville Rd, Dayton, OH 45424
(FAX) 419/368-3937

Equipment Supplier Members

ANTIGO CONSTRUCTION, INC ........................................... 715/627-2222
P.O. Box 12, Antigo, WI 54409
(FAX) 715/627-1277

ASTEC INC ................................................................. 423/867-4210
P.O. Box 72787, Chattanooga, TN 37407
(FAX) 423/867-3570

CATERPILLAR INC .......................................................... 614/764-2995
495 Metro Pl South, Suite 250, Dublin, OH 43017
(FAX) 614/764-1624

COLUMBUS EQUIPMENT CO ............................................ 614/443-6541
50 E. Kingston Ave, Columbus, OH 43207
(FAX) 614/445-7580

BRANCH LOCATIONS: CINCINNATI, OH ......................... 513/771-3922
11512 Gondola St, Cincinnati, OH 45241
(FAX) 513/771-1377
RICHFIELD, OH ................................................................. 330/659-6681
3942 Brecksville, Rd, Richfield, OH 44286
(FAX) 330/659-6931

5100 Williams Rd, Perrysburg, OH 43551
Rt. 3, P.O. Box 306, Cadiz, OH 43907
Dayton, OH ................................................................. 937/237-0063
4321 Taylorsville Rd, Dayton, OH 45424
CANTON, OH ................................................................. 330/453-4521
1601 Shepler Church Ave, SW, Canton, OH 44706

50 E. Kingston Ave, Columbus, OH 43207
Branch Locations:
CINCINNATI, OH .......................................................... 888/332-4658
11330 Mosteller Rd, Sharonville, OH 45241
COLUMBUS, OH ............................................................. 888/337-6207
1016 E. Market St, Cadiz, OH 43907
CANTON, OH ................................................................. 800/837-6207
4731 Corporate St, SW, Canton, OH 44706
CINCINNATI, OH .......................................................... 800/837-6207
4321 Taylorsville Rd, Dayton, OH 45424
COLUMBUS, OH ............................................................. 800/343-4521
785 Lakeshore Blvd, Painesville, OH 44077

OHIO CAT .......................................................... 440/526-6200
3993 E. Royalton Rd, Broadview Hts, OH 44147
Branch Operations:
CADIZ, OH ................................................................. 800/337-6204
1101 E. Market St, Cadiz, OH 43907
CANTON, OH ................................................................. 800/337-6207
4731 Corporate St, SW, Canton, OH 44706
CINCINNATI, OH .......................................................... 888/332-4658
11330 Mosteller Rd, Sharonville, OH 45241
COLUMBUS, OH ............................................................. 888/337-6207
5252 Walcutt Ct, Columbus, OH 43228
LUCASVILLE, OH ............................................................ 888/336-4658
9157 U.S. Rt. 23, Lucasville, OH 45648
PAINESVILLE, OH ............................................................ 888/901-6620
785 Lakeshore Blvd, Painesville, OH 44077
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HEATH, OH ................................................................................................................. 740/522-3500
GALLIPOLIS, OH .................................................................................................... 740/446-3910
6390 Shier-Rings Rd., P.O. Box 368, Dublin, OH  43016
DUBLIN, OH ...............................................................................................................614/889-1073
6415 Promler Ave., NW, North Canton, OH  44720
N. CANTON, OH ........................................................................................................330/494-3950
1500 Industrial Pkwy., Brunswick, OH  44212
1594 State St., Schenectady, NY  12304
TRANSTECH SYSTEMS, INC. .......................................................... 518/370-5558
1994 State St., Schenectady, NY  12304
(FAX) 518/570-5538
RICHWOOD, KY ............................................................................................... 937/435-3202
10729 Dixie Hwy., Richwood, KY  41094
TOLEDO, OH ........................................................................................................ 888/399-4658
25970 S.R. 25, Perrysburg, OH  43551
TROY, OH ................................................................................................. 888/330-4658
1281 Brukner Dr., Troy, OH  45373
YOUNGSTOWN, OH .................................................................................. 800/837-6203
1 Ohio Machinery Blvd., Youngstown, OH  44420
ZANESVILLE, OH .......................................................................................... 740/452-3605
3415 E. Pike, Zanesville, OH  43701
RELIABLE ASPHALT PRODUCTS, INC. .......................................................... 502/647-1782
P.O. Box 519, Shelbyville, KY  40066
SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT CO. ............................................................... 740/432-6303
Rt. 40, East, Cambridge, OH 43725
SALES OFFICE LOCATIONS:
BRUNSWICK, OH .................................................................................... 330/225-6511
1900 Industrial Pkwy., Brunswick, OH  44212
N. CANTON, OH .......................................................................................... 330/494-3950
6415 Promler Ave., NW, North Canton, OH  44720
DUBLIN, OH ............................................................................................ 614/889-1073
6390 Shier-Rings Rd., P.O. Box 368, Dublin, OH  43016
GALLIPOLIS, OH .................................................................................... 740/446-3910
228 SR 7 N, Gallipolis, OH  45631
HEATH, OH ............................................................................................. 740/522-3500
1500 Hebron Rd., Heath, OH  43056
MANSFIELD, OH .................................................................................... 419/529-4848
3875 W. Fourth St., Mansfield, OH  44903
MARIETTA, OH .......................................................................................... 740/374-7479
Route 7 Newport Pike Rd., Marietta, OH, 45750
MENTOR, OH .......................................................................................... 440/255-6300
8757 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, OH  44060
MONROE, OH ........................................................................................... 513/539-9214
301 Breaden Rd, Monroe, OH  45050
PERRYSBURG, OH .................................................................................. 419/874-0331
27207 N. Dixie Hwy, Perrysburg, OH  43551
BURLINGTON, KY .................................................................................. 859/586-6133
1936 Florence Pike, Burlington, KY
EVANSVILLE, IN .................................................................................... 812/476-7321
7444 Enterprise Park Cir., Evansville, IN  47715
FT. WAYNE, IN ...................................................................................... 260/483-8868
3333 West Coliseum Blvd., Ft. Wayne, IN  46808
INDIANAPOLIS, IN ............................................................................... 317/872-4877
4951 W. 96th St., Indianapolis, IN  46268
STANSTEEL/HOTMIX PARTS ............................................................. 502/245-1977
12700 Shelbyville Rd, Louisville, KY  40243
(FAX) 502/244-4046

Material Supplier Members
A & A SAFETY, INC .................................................................................. 513/943-6100
1126 Ferrari Rd, Amelia OH  45102
DAYTON, OH ...................................................................................... 937/557-1978
2705 Needmore Rd, Dayton, OH  45414
CLEVELAND, OH .................................................................................. 216/283-8040
16000 Miles Ave., Cleveland, OH  44128
DJI MATERIAL & SUPPLY INC. ............................................................... 330/922-3630
P.O. Box 5293, Akron, OH  44334-0293

Environmental Consultant Members
DIANE COMPLY, INC. ............................................................................... 740/389-2076
424 Newman's-Cardington Rd, E, Marion, OH  43302
(FAX) 740/389-2076

Testing Laboratory Members
TTL ASSOCIATES, INC. ............................................................... 419/324-2222
1915 N. 12th St, Toledo, OH  43604-5305
TES TECH, INC. .................................................................................... 937/435-3200
8534 Yankee St., Dayton, OH  45458
(FAX) 937/435-5162
HIGHWAY CONSULTING ENGINEER & ARCHITECT MEMBERS

R. W. ARMSTRONG & ASSOC. ................................................................. 614/225-8868
471 E. Broad St., Suite 2010, Columbus, OH 43215

BBC&M ENGINEERING, INC. .............................................................. 614/793-2226
6190 Enterprise Ct., Dublin, OH 43016-7297
CLEVELAND OFFICE: .......................................................... 216/901-1000
8555 Sweet Valley Dr., Suite S, Valley View, OH 44125
CINCINNATI OFFICE: .......................................................... 513/771-8471
11699 Chesterdale Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45245
DAYTON OFFICE: .......................................................... 937/424-1011
6272 Executive Blvd., Huber Hts., OH 45424

DLZ OHIO, INC. ................................................................. 614/888-0576
6121 Huntley Rd., Columbus, OH 43229

EVANS, MECHWART, HAMBLETON & TILTON, INC. (EMH&T) 614/775-4559
5500 New Albany Rd., Columbus, OH 43054

HNTB OHIO, INC. ................................................................. 216/522-1140
1100 Superior Ave., Suite 1330, Cleveland, OH 44114-2531
REPRESENTATIVE: Anthony D. Yacobucci

KORDA/NEMETH ENGINEERING, INC. 614/487-1650
1650 Watermark Dr., Suite 200, Columbus, OH 43215-7010

THE MANNIK & SMITH GROUP, INC. 419/891-2222
1800 Indian Wood Cir., Maumee, OH 43537

RESOURCE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 614/823-4949
6350 Presidential Gateway, Columbus, OH 43231

POLITICAL SUBDIVISION MEMBERS

CITY OF CINCINNATI ................................................................. 513/352-5284
801 Plum St., City Hall, Room 450, Cincinnati, OH 45202

CITY OF ENGLEWOOD ................................................................. 937/836-5106
333 W. National Rd, Englewood, OH 45322

CITY OF FAIRFIELD ................................................................. 513/867-4200
5350 Pleasant Ave, Fairfield, OH 45014

CITY OF MASON ................................................................. 513/229-8520
6000 Mason-Montgomery Rd., Mason, OH 45040

CITY OF TOLEDO ................................................................. 419/245-1345
One Lake Erie Ctr., 600 Jefferson Ave., Suite 300, Toledo, OH 43604

CITY OF UNION ................................................................. 937/836-8624
118 N. Main St., Union, OH 45322

CLINTON COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 937/382-2078
1326 Fife Ave, Wilmington, OH 45177

CUYAHOGA COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 216/348-3808
2100 Superior Viaduct, Cleveland, OH 44113

DELTA COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 740/833-2400
50 Channing St, Delta, OH 43015

ERIE COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 419/627-7710
2700 Columbus Ave, Sandusky, OH 44870

HAMILTON COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 513/946-4250
700 County Adm. Bldg., 138 E. Court St., Cincinnati, OH 45202-1258

LAKE COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 440/350-2770
550 Blackbrook Rd, Painesville, OH 44077

LUCAS COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 419/213-4540
One Government Ctr., Suite 870, Toledo, OH 43604-2258

SANDUSKY COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 419/334-9731
2500 W. State St., Fremont, OH 43420

UNION COUNTY ENGINEER ................................................................. 937/645-3018
233 W. 6th St., Marysville, OH 43040
Long before “sustainability” became an eagerly pursued part of the American business plan, the asphalt industry initiated research and field practices that have constantly enhanced the viability of asphalt as an environmentally sound building material.

To date, the monumental accomplishment of this initiative lies in recycling. Asphalt is the most recycled material in America. About 100 million tons of old pavement are reclaimed every year, with about 60 million tons reused in new asphalt mixes, and some 40 million used in other pavement-related applications, such as aggregate and road base.

Asphalt pavement is unique not only in the volume recycled, but also its renewability. It is comprised of approximately 95 percent aggregates (stone, sand and gravel) and about 5 percent asphalt cement. When asphalt pavement is reused in a new asphalt mix, the old asphalt cement is rejuvenated so that it becomes an active part of the glue that holds the new pavement together, just like the old aggregate becomes part of the aggregate content of the new mix. These singular properties make asphalt a uniquely renewable pavement.

Powering the trend to recycling/reusing asphalt is economics. Decades of research and engineering have improved the cost efficiency of converting old asphalt into a reusable resource that has tangible value. Today, pavement engineers, government agencies and contractors regard old asphalt as an asset, not waste, and the trend to recycling and reuse continues to gain momentum as a result.

The industry has worked on other technologies that reduce air emissions including greenhouse gases and other contributors to climate change. These technologies include warm-mix asphalt, with lower emissions due to reduced temperatures, and long-life pavements, which reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the frequency of repair and replacement.

And modern asphalt technology has delivered asphalt pavement designs that actually enhance the quality of stormwater runoff even as they improve driving safety by reducing the amount of spray produced by vehicle tires.

Past, current and future advancements in asphalt as an environmentally sustainable paving material are especially important because asphalt is such a primary component of America’s transportation system and because the quantities of material used annually are so large.

Of the 2.6 million miles of paved roads in the United States, over 94 percent are surfaced with asphalt. Approximately 85 percent of the nation’s airfield pavements and 85 percent of the parking lots are also surfaced with asphalt. There are about 4,000 asphalt mixing plants located in the United States and the industry employs, directly or indirectly, 300,000 U.S. workers. Because of the vast extent of use of this material, even small changes in asphalt pavement technology can make a big difference in terms of greenhouse gas emissions.

**The Road Ahead**

None of the advancements in asphalt technology would have been possible without a vibrant research and technology deployment program. Leading the asphalt research effort is the National Center for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) in Auburn, Ala., which originally was endowed by the industry and today is directed by a public-private partnership. With its 1.7-mile pavement test track and its 40,000-square-foot research facility, NCAT conducts a productive, $5 million per year research program that focuses on innovations that directly affect and improve the roads we drive on every day.

An important aspect of the industry’s research program is that it is based on partnering. Partners in current and past initiatives include the National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA), the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the state Departments of Transportation (DOTs), the Transportation Research Board (TRB), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), related industry associations, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the labor unions. There is also a broad range of international partners with whom the industry shares knowledge, conducts joint research and cooperates on industry matters.

One of the first breakthroughs in asphalt pavement technology achieved by this partnership was Superpave, a pavement design system that has enhanced pavement performance and durability in many ways. It was developed with federal funding under the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Superpave has become so widely accepted that use of the term is actually disappearing — what used to be called the Superpave design system is now the norm for designing asphalt pavements in much of the U.S.

Another example of partnering was the initiative that began in the late 1980s in which NAPA worked with EPA on research into air emissions, including greenhouse gases from asphalt plants. The studies showed that emissions from asphalt plants are low and well controlled; they resulted in EPA declaring that asphalt plants are not major sources of hazardous air pollutants.

Nonetheless, the industry continued to work to reduce emissions. In fact, total emissions from asphalt operations decreased 97 percent from 1970 to 1999, while production of asphalt pavement material increased by 250 percent. The industry is proud of its record of environmental stewardship and its proactive position of continuously reducing emissions, including greenhouse gas emissions.

As impressive as our gains have been in recent years, we can still achieve significant gains in addressing climate change in the coming years by accelerating research and deployment of technologies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We can increase use of warm-mix asphalt to represent the majority of all the pavement material produced in the U.S.; we can double the reuse/recycling of asphalt pavements; we can make Perpetual Pavements the standard design method; and we can have porous pavements accepted as a best management practice for reducing stormwater runoff and improving water quality.

If you would like to read the entire report, you can view a digital copy at http://www.sustainableasphalt.turn-page.com/. Reprinted with permission of the NAPA.
Flexible Pavements of Ohio’s 48th Annual Meeting co-located with the 2010 World of Asphalt Show and Conference in Cincinnati, February 15-18, 2010

Register now for the Flexible Pavements of Ohio (FPO) Annual Meeting and Awards Banquet in Cincinnati, February 16, 2010, along with the 2010 World of Asphalt (WoA) show and conference. FPO is combining its Annual Meeting and Equipment Exhibition with the WoA for this special visit to Ohio. Registration for the FPO Annual Meeting is through the WoA online registration process. Use the WoA hotel room block for your lodging. The advance registration deadline is Jan. 22, 2010. Register online at http://www.worldofasphalt.com/ShowInfo/Attendees/Reg/index.asp.

Program: The FPO Annual Meeting and Awards Banquet will be held the evening of February 16th beginning at 6 p.m. in the Junior Ballroom on the third level of the Cincinnati Convention Center. The program for the meeting includes:

- The Annual Business Meeting with FPO Executive Director Cliff Ursich reporting on the state of the association
- NAPA’s Mike Acott will provide the keynote address on the topic of “An Industry Vision”
- Annual paving and service awards will be presented
- Cocktails and dinner are included

In addition to the huge trade show, the following educational events are at the WoA:

APAs Asphalt Pavement Conference - February 15-16, 2010
The APA Asphalt Pavement Conference covers 18 sessions in a day and a half to help contractors, suppliers and agencies learn how to effectively use resources to produce asphalt pavements that are long lasting, environmentally friendly and will explore asphalt industry economic issues and methods to optimize highway dollars. This program has been developed by the Asphalt Institute with Ohio-specific recommendations from the Ohio Asphalt Paving Conference Committee. View the entire program at http://www.worldofasphalt.com/Education/APC. Certificates for Professional Development Hours (PDHs) will be available.

Visit FPO at Booth #331 at the WoA Trade Show.

Also located with the WoA will be the AGG 1 Academy and People, Plants & Paving Program; the National Traffic Management & Work Zone Safety Power Workshop, presented by the National Work Zone Safety Information Clearinghouse; the NIOSH Seminar; and an OSHA 10-Hour Course for Construction Workers Certification Program. For more details of these outstanding educational programs, visit the WoA Web site at http://www.worldofasphalt.com/.
We wish you a blessed Christmas and a prosperous New Year!
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Mark you calendars for these educational opportunities, seminars, conferences and workshops. Visit http://www.flexiblepavements.org/events.cfm for details and to register for any of these educational opportunities.

Comprehensive Asphalt Mix Design
January 25-29, 2010, Columbus

Designed to give the participants a working knowledge of the principles associated with asphalt concrete volumetric mix design, this course meets the requirements for ODOT HT:306, Asphalt Level 3 training. On the final day of the course, students will have the opportunity to take the ODOT examination for Level 3 Bituminous Concrete Technician approval. This session is being offered to ODOT employees only.

Comprehensive Asphalt Mix Design
February 8-12, 2010, Lancaster

A separate session of the Asphalt Level 3 training will be offered for non-ODOT public agencies and industry personnel. The training will be conducted at the National Asphalt Laboratory on the Ohio University-Lancaster campus.

FQCS
March 9, 2010, Dublin

This seminar provides the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT)-certified training required to perform the Field Quality Control Supervisor (FQCS) function on ODOT projects as required by ODOT specifications. The FQCS provision extends to the placement procedure in the process of contractor quality control. This training gives participants the understanding of ODOT specifications and processes necessary to fulfill their responsibilities as FQCS, and is recommended to others seeking a better understanding of ODOT asphalt pavement specification requirements. Upon course completion, a certificate for six Professional Development Hours (PDH) will be awarded.

Asphalt Construction Workshop
March 23-24, 2010, Columbus

The Ohio Center for Asphalt Pavement Education (OCAPE) is pleased to present Jim Scherocman’s Asphalt Construction Workshop. Designed to provide complete instruction on the fundamentals of HMA placement and compaction, this training is a necessity for anyone involved in the inspection, placement and compaction of asphalt pavements. This course is part of the core curriculum and a requirement for OCAPE certification as an HMA Pavement Field Technician, and is especially recommended for those serving as FQCS. A certificate for 13 PDHs will be issued for completion of this course.
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<td>Valley Asphalt</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WE PURSUE A COMMON GOAL: THE PERFECT ROAD.

Whether new construction or rehabilitation – roads are our customers’ domain. With future-oriented technologies, reliable machinery, unceasing innovation, and highest demands on customer service and advice, we pursue one single goal: The perfect road!

www.wirtgen-group.com

Hudson, OH 330.655.5900 • Columbus, OH 614.475.2880
West Chester, OH 513.777.5556 • www.themcleancompany.com

ROAD TECHNOLOGIES